Toilet seats
Renowned for award winning Scandinavian design, Pressalit design and manufacture
toilet seats of the highest quality. Our seats are made for maximum user satisfaction with
features that provide the utmost comfort, hygiene and aesthetically pleasing appearance.
Pressalit toilet seats can be found all over the world in private homes, everyday commercial
projects and prestigious cultural institutions.

Need
advice?
Call us today

A durable solution

Where design meets functionality
Create a space for well-being
Interior decor trends change and the same applies
to bathroom interiors. Therefore, when the bathroom
is updated or installed, it is a good idea to think
thoroughly about the details. Details that help to give
the room the look you want and are easy to change
when trends change.
Details such as finding the perfect toilet seat help
define the look of the room. A toilet seat is not just a
functional item, it is one of the many elements that
contribute to the overall appeal of the bathroom.
No matter whether the bathroom has to ooze romantic French undertones, Nordic minimalism or urbane
colour combinations, you will find a Pressalit toilet
seat to matches.

Award-winning Danish design over many years
If there is one thing that does not go out of fashion,
it’s Danish design. With a Pressalit toilet seat where
function, design and quality go hand-in-hand, the
award-winning and functional design will become an
integral part of the bathroom. We have won several
Red Dot Design Awards for our classic toilet seats.
They complement all bathroom styles and bring
together together world-class Danish design with
innovative functions. So a toilet seat from Pressalit is
the reliable and perfect solution - time and again.

READ ONLINE HOW THE TOILET SEATS ARE
CREATED

Toilet seats for all types of projects
For larger projects, it is important to choose a toilet
seat according to the specification requirements.
The most important aspect for some projects is
practicality while for others, the seat design and
aesthetics are the highest priority.
Pressalit can provide toilet seats to suit any project,
where design, functionality, hygiene and stability all
come together. With a broad assortment of toilet
seats in various sizes and shapes, we usually find
the most suitable model whatever the project.

Pressalit at the top of Aarhus
ARoS Aarhus Art Museum with the iconic rainbow
at the top of the building, has chosen to install
Pressalit toilet seats on the museum’s toilets. ARoS
is known for its perfectionism, its quality awareness
is clearly apparent throughout the museum: from
when you look up at the rainbow right down to
where you see the toilets.
Pressalit’s design history, focus on hygiene, quality
and durability make our toilet seats ideal for all the
world’s projects.
EXPLORE OUR PRODUCT RANGE ONLINE
FIND MORE REFERENCES ONLINE
GET INSPIRATION FOR THE LATEST
BATHROOM TRENDS ONLINE

”

We have toilet seats that fit all conventional toilets in
the market and price levels that match every need.
This includes our project seats which provide good
value for money and have a 10-year guarantee.
Anders Jørgensen, Sales Director, Pressalit

The right functions

Create luxury in everyday life
Soft close: a quiet luxury
A toilet seat with the soft close function is a quiet
luxury in everyday life. The toilet seat floats quietly
down and lands softly on the toilet bowl without a
bang.
The soft close function is a little luxury most people
would not like to be without.

Find the right toilet seat - quickly and easily
No matter which toilet Pressalit will be able to find
the best seat suited to your requirements.

Lift-off and quick-release: for easy cleaning
Cleaning a toilet seat properly in and around all
the nooks and crannies can be difficult. With the
lift-off or quick-release function, the toilet seat
can be easily and quickly taken off the toilet bowl
and placed back again after cleaning. This makes
cleaning much easier and more effective.

We have made it easy for you to find the right
solution so you are sure to get the best result.
FIND OUR SUITABILITY LIST ONLINE
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Colour changes
Colours can make a big difference to the look of a
room. Colours can elevate the interior in any bathroom and sometimes also have a practical function.
We have a broad selection of toilet seats in various
colours and with different surfaces that suit any
bathroom.

A toilet seat with the treatment Polygiene® effect
inhibits the growth of bacteria and consequently
helps prevent the spreading of bacteria. Pressalit
toilet seats with Polygiene® should be used for
public and high use facilities, but can also be used
in private homes where greater focus on hygiene is
desired.

Guaranteed long-life durability
With hard wearing materials, fittings in stainless steel
and intuitive functions, Pressalit toilet seats meet the
most rigorous quality tests.

Made in Denmark
Toilet seats from Pressalit are designed, developed
and manufactured in Denmark. Through exciting
design collaborations with, for example, Lars Herold
and Knud Holscher, Pressalit has become part of
Danish design history. So a toilet seat from Pressalit
is a stamp of quality on the bathroom.

This is why we provide a 10-year guarantee on our
toilet seats. The long-life durability makes a toilet seat
from Pressalit ideal for the private bathroom as well
as public.
Improve hygiene with Polygiene®
Damp and unventilated bathrooms can create ideal
conditions for bacteria to grow in. A hygienic toilet is
important in the fight against infection and bacteria
control.

Toilet seats from Pressalit:
• Are a stamp of quality on the bathroom
• Are a durable solution
• Are developed with focus on hygiene and
easy cleaning
• Fit the vast majority of toilets

READ MORE ONLINE ABOUT THE BENEFITS
OF TOILET SEATS WITH POLYGIENE®

Overview

See ONLINE
what fits
your toilet

toiletseats

Pressalit 1000
Nr. 304000-BG4999

Pressalit Objecta
Nr. 54011-BA1999

Pressalit 2000
Nr. 124000-UN3999

Pressalit Projecta Solid Pro
Nr. 1004011-DG4925

Pressalit 300+
Nr. 776000-DA8999

Pressalit 3
Nr. 684000-D38999

With soft close

With soft close

With soft close and Lift-off

Pressalit Scandinavia Plus
Nr. 758000-D05999

Pressalit Sway D
Nr. 934000-BL6999

Pressalit Sway D2
Nr. 994000-DF4999

With soft close and lift-off

With soft close and lift-off

With soft close and lift-off

Pressalit Comfort D2
Nr. 1050011-DK3999

Pressalit Inspira Uni
Nr. 1074000-D05999

With soft close and lift-off

With soft close and lift-off

Pressalit I-can
Nr. 936000-DE4999
(Germany)
With soft close and lift-off

Pressalit Plan
Nr. 780000-D98999
(Germany)

Pressalit Code
Nr. 778000-DD7999
(Germany and Belgium)

Pressalit 300 Slim
Nr. 1014000-DG6999
(The Netherlands)

With soft close and lift-off

With soft close and lift-off

With soft close and lift-off

Pressalit 716Nr. 716000-D94999
(Belgium and the Netherlands)

Pressalit 718
Nr. 718000-D59999
(Belgium and the Netherlands)

Pressalit 722Nr. 722000-D74999
(Belgium and the Netherlands)

With soft close and lift-off

With soft close

Pressalit A/S
Pressalitvej 1
8680 Ry
Denmark
T: +45 8788 8788
F: +45 8788 8789
pressalit@pressalit.com

European Sales Agencies
Leith House, 39 Campion Drive
Tanfield Lea, Stanley
Co Durham, DH9 9PQ,
United Kingdom
T: +44 1207 236622
F: +44 1207 236633
info@europeansalesagencies.com
www.europeansalesagencies.com

Pressalit Pty Ltd
T: +61 0415 425 461
au@pressalit.com
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PRESSALIT SUPPORTS UNITED NATIONS GLOBAL GOALS

PREMIUM BATHROOM SOLUTIONS SINCE 1954
Pressalit A/S is a Danish privately owned company with production facilities in Ry, Denmark. Since 1954, we have been designing and
producing toilet seats of the highest quality. And since 1975, Pressalit has also been developing accessible bathrooms and height adjustable
kitchen solutions for people with reduced mobility. This has made us one of the world’s leading manufacturers of premium bathroom solutions.
High quality, flawless design and reliable functionality are the core features of our wide range of products.

Reservations are made for typographic errors, technical changes and model deviations.

